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It would be difficult to exaggerate the challenges that 2020
brought to everyone working in the UK cinema sector.
A year which began with rich promise on the back of
exceptionally strong admissions in 2018 and 2019 instead
became one where the main – and perhaps the only story –
was that of successive lockdowns and re-openings in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
While the focus of the UK Cinema Association during these
times was to support members through unprecedented
challenges, many of those impacts reflected the global nature of
COVID-19, nowhere more so than in decisions taken by the US
major studios around the release of key film titles.

Introduction

This report inevitably only tells part of that story, with the impacts
of COVID-19 still being very much felt as the year ended and
inevitably continuing into 2021 and quite conceivably for months
and maybe even years to come.

The irony perhaps is that until COVID-19 hit in late March,
the performance of the UK sector exceeded even the most
optimistic of expectations, with both box office and admissions
running over 20 per cent ahead of the same point in 2019. The
requirement that sites across the UK close, and the resultant
impact on the jobs of the many thousands of those whose
livelihoods depend directly and indirectly on the sector, brought
that positivity though to a juddering halt.
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But what undoubtedly shone through in the testing weeks and
months that followed was the determination shown not just by
cinema operators but also others working in the sector to deliver
a safe and enjoyable big screen experience.
And that was clearly a commitment shared by our audiences,
who returned in their thousands when many cinemas were able
briefly to re-open in Summer 2020, and whose feedback on
their big screen experience was an overwhelmingly positive one.
With safety as its primary consideration, it remains a source
of great pride for the sector that not a single case of COVID-19
has ever been traced back to a UK cinema. We look forward to
maintaining that position and establishing the strongest possible
recovery for the sector as we look to 2021 and beyond.

Introduction

This year more than ever the Association was hugely grateful
for the support of its Executive Board members, who found
time while coping with the huge challenges facing their
own companies and venues to help the wider sector, and
to our many members and partners across the industry as
we endeavoured to provide what support we could during
unprecedented times.
The commitment shown by all during this time, and the support
that cinemas received from audiences when they were able
to open briefly during the Summer, added to a huge sense of
positivity around the future of the sector, a mood underlined by
the decision of many film distributors and directors to hold their
films back until such time as they could receive the big screen
release those titles deserved.

UK cinema performance – an overview
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UK cinema performance – an overview

The UK year in review

1.3 The top ten films for the year were as follows:

1.1 A year which in the end proved so challenging for the sector
began in fact incredibly strongly, though it will be the periods
from mid-March onwards that UK cinemas were required to
close (or operate under significant restrictions) for which 2020
will sadly be remembered, resulting in total annual admissions
of just under 44 million, a desperately disappointing 75 per cent
down on 2019.
1.2 The monthly figures for UK admissions in 2020, alongside
those for 2019, are set out below.

Cinema
admissions
2020

Cinema
admissions
2019

Change
%

January

16,505,362

13,711,441

20.4

1

1917

February

14,544,878

12,226,237

19.0

2

Sonic the Hedgehog

4,807,037

11,430,575

-57.9

3

TENET

April

—

15,981,248

-100.0

4

Bad Boys for Life

May

—

16,570,282

-100.0

5

Dolittle

June

—

13,920,453

-100.0

6

Little Women

393,596

18,646,247

-97.9

7

Parasite

August

2,456,578

15,553,494

-84.2

8

Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker

September

2,647,903

10,958,104

-75.8

9

The Gentlemen

October

Country

March

July

				
				 Revenue
Title
Distributor
£m

2,195,610

16,344,313

-86.6

10 Jumanji: The Next Level

November

303,211

12,211,869

-97.5

Source: ComScore

December

127,530

18,500,328

-99.3

43,981,705

176,054,591

-75.0

Total

Source: Cinema Advertising Association

EOne

41.4

Paramount

17.7

Warner Bros

16.2

Sony

14.9

Universal

14.7

Sony

13.2

Studiocanal

11.3

Walt Disney

10.7

Entertainment

10.2

Sony

10.0
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1.8 One notable exception to this was the release of Christopher
Nolan’s TENET in late August, for many heralding the re-opening
of sites after the initial lockdown from July and – given the
director’s longstanding and vocal support for the theatrical
experience – a particularly welcome title. The fact that the film
amassed £16 million at the box office in the most challenging of
circumstances (making it by some way the most successful film
during this period) was hugely noteworthy.

1.5 As well as the continued big screen success of Star Wars:
the Rise of Skywalker, released towards the end of 2019, that
strong box office performance was also supported during those
early weeks of the year by more mainstream titles such as Sonic
the Hedgehog, Bad Boys for Life, Dolittle and The Gentlemen.

1.9 Coupled with the lack of other major titles, the stop-start
nature of cinemas re-opening and closing across the rest of the
year – with regional/national closures from early November and
further UK-wide closures from December – saw 2020 cinema
admissions end up down by around 75 per cent on the previous
year and a similar impact on box office, which at £297 million
was 76 per cent down on 2019.

1.6 All of that early positivity sadly came to a crashing halt
with the required closure from mid-March of all UK cinemas
in response to COVID-19, a decision which – while of course
1.10 Despite the challenges presented in offering ‘live’
understood in the context of a global pandemic – nevertheless
performances at a time when all relevant cultural venues were
had far-reaching impacts across the rest of the year and beyond. required to be closed – without even the brief reprieve cinemas
enjoyed during the Summer – event cinema delivered a positive
1.7 One of the key consequences of these and similar closures
return. While revenues of just over £11.7 million saw it maintain its
across most major global cinema territories was a reluctance on overall market share of box office, there was significant evidence
the part of the US studios in particular to release films at a time
during the late Summer that event cinema was bringing in new
when they could not be confident of reaching sufficient screen
audiences in particular for smaller cinema operators.
numbers to justify significant marketing and other financial
costs. As a result, even when cinemas were able to re-open
at various points during the year, the absence of major titles –
alongside social distancing and other restrictions on capacity
– made cinema operation extraordinarily challenging.

UK cinema performance – an overview

1.4 The irony is perhaps that 2020 began so strongly, with the
success of the BAFTA-winning 1917 in particular driving UK
admissions to a level 20 per cent ahead of the same point in
2019 in the early months of the year. That performance was
buoyed by the success of other awards nominees such as
Parasite (which eventually garnered £11 million at the UK box
office, the highest-ever amount for a foreign language film), Little
Women and Jojo Rabbit.
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European cinema sector

1.11 While no European territory emerged from 2020 unscathed
by COVID-19, it was noticeable that some – in particular the
Scandinavian territories able to depend on a strong domestic
slate to counter a lack of US studio content – were betterequipped to navigate the challenges of the year, as evidenced
by their box office performance, below:

Country

Cinema admissions Cinema admissions
2020
2019
millions
millions

Global cinema sector

1.12 Reflecting the above impacts, all major global film territories
were affected to a significant degree by COVID-19, though
some – such as Japan – were able to keep cinemas open
for longer and so saw less disruption. Nevertheless, such
changes as there were saw China emerge for the first time as
the largest global film territory, with the US slipping to second.
The UK maintained its position as sixth largest in these rankings.

Change
%

		
		
Country

Cinema box office
2020
$ million

Cinema box office
2019
$ million

Change
%

- 66.7

Austria (EUR)

34.6

129.6

-73.3%

1 China

3,100.0

9,299.6

Belgium (EUR)

44.0

171.2

-74.0%

2 USA

2,010.0

10,657.0

- 81.2

Denmark (DKK)

630.0

1,186.8

-46.9%

3 Japan

1,244.4

2,395.6

- 48.1

43.6

95.9

-54.6%

4 France

484.1

1,568.3

- 69.1
- 73.6

Finland (EUR)
France (EUR)*

415.9

1,447.4

-71.3%

5 South Korea

433.0

1,642.8

Germany (EUR)

318.0

1,024.0

-68.9%

6 UK

414.1

1,597.7

- 74.1

30.6

117.5

-73.9%

7 Russia

378.2

855.9

- 55.8

182.5

635.4

-71.3%

8 India

327.5

1,621.5

- 79.8

Ireland (EUR)
Italy (EUR)
Netherlands (EUR)

151.6

347.6

-56.4%

9 Germany

320.3

1,146.3

- 72.1

Norway (NOK)

557.4

1,303.4

-57.2%

10 Australia

280.0

853.8

- 67.2

190.8

989.2

- 80.7

Portugal (EUR)
Russia (RUB)

20.5

83.2

-75.4%

11 Mexico

22,800.0

55,500.0

-58.9%

Source: Comscore – variances with figures above due to currency differences
*Provisional figures

Spain (EUR)

169.7

624.1

-72.8%

Sweden (SEK)

676.3

1,920.8

-64.8%

69.4

198.1

-65.0%

Turkey (TRY)

299.7

980.4

-69.4%

United Kingdom (GBP)

296.7

1,251.8

-76.3%

Switzerland (CHF)

Source: UNIC
*Provisional figures
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2.1 Such were the impacts of COVID-19 on the UK cinema
sector that for much of the year the sole focus of the Association
was around ensuring that all members large and small were
supported and informed as the situation around the pandemic
developed. Many aspects of this work required liaison with
government and public agencies on a nation-by-nation basis
in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. Where such
differences of approach or emphasis arose, these are identified in
the summary of COVID-related activity by the Association below.

Lockdowns

2.2 The initial UK-wide closure of cinemas in response to
COVID-19, which came into effect on 21 March, was not entirely
unexpected in that in the preceding days the Prime Minister had
advised the public not to visit these and similar public venues (in
response to which many cinemas chose to close voluntarily). It
nevertheless gave rise to a huge amount of uncertainty within
the cinema sector, as it did all others.

COVID-19

2.3 During this brief period, the role of the Association was
limited to confirming the nature of the decision with its members
and adding its own voice to those of many other sectors in
seeking clarity on the support which would be put in place for
the thousands employed by the sector, all of whose jobs were
now seen to be at risk.
2.4 From this point on however, decisions on the various
subsequent ‘unlocks’ and ‘lockdowns’, and the restrictions under
which cinemas were required to operate once re-opened, were
very much made at a national level, requiring the Association
to maintain ongoing contact with Ministers and officials at the
devolved governments as well as those at Westminster (who
in this respect spoke only for England).

2.5 The initial ‘unlock’ saw cinemas in England able to reopen from 4 July, with the requirement to remain closed being
subsequently removed for cinemas in other UK nations over
the weeks that followed. That said, an absence for the most part
of major film titles as well as the need to operate under social
distancing and restrictions on capacity, referenced elsewhere
in this section, meant that trading conditions remained
extraordinarily challenging for those who did re-open. It also
dictated that a significant number of member sites – in particular
smaller venues for whom social distancing requirements served
to reduce capacities below viable levels – decided in fact to
remain closed for this period.
2.6 As the Summer drew to a close, and in response to
worsening national figures around COVID-19, governments
across the UK began once again to introduce increased
restrictions on cinemas and other venues, a particular feature
of which was the identification of regional ‘tiers’. This resulted
in different restrictions being in place in different geographical
areas, something which presented a particular operational
challenge for those larger operators with nationwide circuits of
sites, and a communications challenge for all in communicating
the meaning of the differing measures to audiences.
2.7 Throughout this period, the Association liaised closely
with officials in all four UK nations in order to be able to share
up-to-date news of the latest changes with members, interpret
their practical meaning where needed, and on occasion to
seek a more logical or practical approach from government.
This resulted for example in cinemas in England and Scotland
benefiting from a welcome exemption from the curfew
measures put in place in some tiers, recognising the controlled
and safe environment venues were able to offer.
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2.8 As the year closed however, those efforts became irrelevant
as a further surge in COVID-19 cases saw all UK cinemas
required to close once more for an indeterminate period.

Safeguarding cinemas

2.9 Throughout the year, the Association worked to ensure that
– when sites re-opened – members were able to continue to
offer a safe and enjoyable experience. Set out below are the key
areas of activity.
Safeguarding guidelines
2.10 It became clear early during the first lockdown that all
four UK nations would be looking to develop tailored guidance
setting out the conditions under which each sector would be
allowed to re-open.

2.13 While these guidelines went through a range of iterations
in response to the changing restrictions noted above, the key
elements in both documents remained essentially unchanged,
centring on the following:
• rigorous risk assessment of each site;
• the introduction of enhanced cleaning and hygiene
procedures;
• s ocial distancing and other measures to reduce the
likelihood of close physical contact;
• the promotion of online booking and contactless
payment where possible;
• safeguards around the service of food and drink;
• s upport for contact tracing;
•c
 omprehensive staff training.
2.14 The effectiveness of these measures, and more
importantly the rigour with which members went about their
implementation, is evidenced both by the fact that not a single
case of COVID-19 has been traced back to a UK cinema and
the hugely positive feedback received from audiences, with an
incredible 99 per cent of returning cinema-goers saying they
were satisfied with standards of safety.

COVID-19

2.11 While some sectors were happy for government to take
the lead on this, the Association expressed a strong preference
from the outset that any guidelines for cinemas should be
industry-led so as best to reflect the practical and operational
realities of modern cinema operation. As a result, it was agreed
that the Association would lead on this, a responsibility which
soon grew as – in the absence of any other willing candidate –
it also took on oversight of counterpart guidance for drive-in
and outdoor cinemas.

2.12 In close liaison in particular with contacts at the Department
for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport, Public Health England and
the Health and Safety Executive, and supported by a network
of operational leads from key circuit companies, the Association
was able to draft and agree with government a comprehensive
set of guidelines, the first version of which was published on
25 June.
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Safeguarding assets
2.15 In recognition of the important role that cinema-goers had
to play in ensuring not only their own safety but also that of
others, the Association developed a set of marketing assets to
support members in explaining key changes to the big screen
environment. These included two different creative treatments of
a safety ‘trailer’ for use on members’ websites as well as on their
cinema screens, plus a range of other digital signage. An image
from one of the trailers is below.

2.17 The Association was hugely grateful therefore for the
support of the skills agency ScreenSkills, who funded and
helped shape the development of a bespoke online training
module, Coronavirus – basic training for cinemas. This resource,
which was aimed not just at frontline staff but all in the industry
with a responsibility for ensuring the safety of customers and
staff, proved hugely valuable, with over 1,800 people having
taken the course by the end of 2020.

Financial support for UK cinemas

2.18 As a result of steps taken both by the UK Government
and those in the devolved nations, UK cinemas were able to
benefit from a wide range of financial support during the year to
help them survive the challenges of COVID-19. Including both
general business support as well as more targeted funding,
all of the measures detailed below were hugely appreciated
by those Association members able to benefit from them.

Safeguarding training
2.16 Along with many other public-facing sectors, UK cinemas
faced a considerable challenge in ensuring that staff were
quickly provided with the skills and understanding of the nature
of COVID-19 and the steps necessary to minimise any risks
of transmission. While some of the larger cinema companies
were able to deliver this ‘in-house’, it was recognised that
many smaller operators would need support in accessing
the necessary training expertise in this area.

Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme
2.19 The announcement of the Coronavirus Job Retention
Scheme (‘furlough’) by the Chancellor in late March was an
essential lifeline for many Association members, allowing them
to keep their colleagues and team members on payroll at a
time when all income to support salaries had ceased. Initially
backdated to 1 March 2020 and then extended (and slightly
amended) at various points across the year, the scheme was
designed to meet up to 80 per cent of an individual’s salary
costs, with the employer having the option then to ‘top up’
the remainder.
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2.20 Such was the value of this measure in ensuring the ongoing
viability of the UK cinema sector, the Association estimated that
at one point during the initial lockdown as many as 97 per cent of
cinema employees were being supported through the scheme.
2.21 That support remained invaluable throughout the year,
reflecting the ongoing challenges faced by the sector, with the
overwhelming majority of members finding the administration of
the scheme to be straightforward and efficient. Where there were
isolated issues, the Association advised members on a bilateral
basis, but also worked with employment advisers to produce
written guidance on the complex interaction between furlough
and HR matters such as holiday pay, sick leave and redundancy.
Business rates holiday
2.22 In March, the Chancellor also stated that businesses
in the leisure, retail and hospitality sectors would enjoy a 12
month ‘holiday’ from business rates, something subsequently
confirmed for those sectors in all UK nations. This was another
hugely welcome step, reducing a financial burden which has –
as noted elsewhere – been a longstanding issue of concern
for Association members.

Local authority business support grants
2.25 Throughout the year, cinemas were amongst businesses
in the leisure, hospitality and retail sectors to benefit from
a range of business support grants mandated in each UK
nation but delivered through local authorities. This funding was
allocated variously in recognition of the challenges faced by
venues required to remain closed due to national or regional
restrictions, or where safeguarding measures restricted the
ability of venues to welcome cinema-goers.
2.26 In most cases, the administration of this funding was
exceptionally well-managed, being allocated automatically on
the basis of the business rates system. However, where there
were issues – in particular where individual local authorities
challenged the eligibility of individual members for such support
– the Association was happy to step in to help resolve matters.
Targeted funding support
2.27 While the above general support was hugely welcome,
it nevertheless remained the case that with no box office or
other revenues incoming, every UK cinema operator found
themselves under severe financial pressure as a result of
COVID-19. Confirmation in July therefore that cinemas would
be eligible for part of the £1.5 billion Culture Recovery Fund was
therefore hugely welcome, albeit that it was made clear from the
outset that this would only be available to smaller operators.

COVID-19

VAT discount
2.23 In July, the Chancellor announced a reduction on the level
of VAT applicable on tickets and certain categories of food and
drink across the tourism and hospitality sector, a move which
included cinemas. The reduction – from 20 to 5 per cent – was
initially to run until January 2021 and was something for which
the Association had long been arguing even before COVID-19,
recognising the UK as one of the few European territories where
cultural venues did not already benefit from a reduced level of
VAT for cultural activities.

2.24 The complexities around the reduction – something on
which the Association advised members – and the fact that
ultimately many cinemas were only able to open for a limited
period following this announcement meant that the benefits of
this change were perhaps not as widely-felt as had been hoped.
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2.28 The nature of the Fund in England, and consequent
allocations to the other three UK nations, required the
Association to engage on a bilateral basis with officials in
each administration. The nature of that engagement, and
of the resulting dialogue with smaller operator members,
is set out on a nation-by-nation basis below.
England
2.29 While some Association members operating mixed
arts venues in England were able to benefit from funding
administered by Art Council England, for the vast majority
management of the Culture Recovery Fund was led by the
British Film Institute (BFI), who confirmed at the end of July
the availability of up to £30 million. This funding was separated
into two separate strands, the first to cover the costs of the
safeguarding measures necessary for cinemas to operate
(up to £3 million) and the second to cover longer-term business
sustainability (up to £27 million).
2.30 Given that few of those operators intended to benefit
from this support had previous experience of public funding
processes, many undoubtedly found the administration around
the application process hugely challenging, not least given the
difficulties in being required to forecast future developments
with any certainty and the lack of staff resource available to
help in the circumstances.

2.31 The Association worked hard to support those members
in offering sensible returns and in representing their interests as
and when issues arose. It was also hugely grateful for the hard
work put in by BFI colleagues in making a difficult process work
as best they could, such that in the end some £21 million had
been allocated, with discussions underway as the year closed
around the possibility of a second round of funding.
Scotland
2.32 Having received its own funding allocation as a
consequence of the announcement of the Culture Recovery
Fund, in September the Scottish Government confirmed that it
had opened applications for its own £3.5 million Independent
Cinema Recovery and Resilience Fund.
2.33 Broadly similar in approach to funding in England, the
process around allocation and administration of this support as
delivered by Screen Scotland was however found by members
to be wholly more straightforward, and the Association was
delighted to see confirmation in November that the full funding
available had been allocated to over 30 smaller operator
members in Scotland.
Wales
2.34 In September, the Welsh Government announced its own
Cultural Recovery Fund, £18.5 million of which was allocated
to a strand for which cinemas in Wales were eligible. While this
strand, administered by the Arts Council for Wales, was available
to a wide range of cultural venues, the Association was in
due course pleased to see a number of smaller operator
members benefit.
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Northern Ireland
2.35 The Northern Ireland Executive was the last of the UK
administrations to confirm the availability of targeted funding
support for cinemas, confirming in late October the £7.75
million Stability and Renewal Programme for Organisations,
administered by Arts Council of Northern Ireland. While
welcome, the timing of this – and the comparatively short
deadline for applications – was undoubtedly challenging
for many members, and as the year ended the Association
continued to urge swift decision-making.

2.38 While Government did in late April announce a moratorium
on enforcement action by commercial landlords for nonpayment of rent (subsequently extended until beyond the end
of the year), it otherwise proved unwilling to be more proactive
in managing this situation, something underlined by the
publication in June of a Code of Practice to govern discussions
between tenants and landlords, a document seen in the
circumstances by most cinema operators as a weak and in
some ways unhelpful document.

Property issues

2.39 Upon the announcement of the first national lockdown
in March, a number of smaller operator members contacted
the Association to explore whether they might be able to claim
against their existing business continuity insurance policies.
Further exploration quickly confirmed that these venues – like
many others in the hospitality, leisure and retail sectors – were
amongst those where existing policies seemed not in fact to
adequately address the type of situation presented by COVID,
despite their own understanding of the nature of their coverage.

2.36 Many sites operated by Association members are
commercial tenancies within retail developments, shopping
malls etc, and so subject to the payment of rental and service
charges. These costs – which are often a significant proportion
of total overheads – in many cases continued to accrue despite
the fact that those venues were closed to customers for much of
the year.

2.40 Although the Association was not able to intervene directly
in support of those members, it was able to keep them updated
on relevant legal action being taken on these matters by others,
and to connect them to a number of support groups that had
been established to facilitate collective action, all of which
remained ongoing as the year closed.

COVID-19

2.37 These were not of course issues exclusive to the cinema
sector, and during the course of the year the Association allied
itself with others in leisure, hospitality and retail in seeking to
persuade Government to intervene, both to prevent landlords
from taking precipitate enforcement action and to ensure that
any costs accrued did not become a millstone for venues once
allowed to re-open. In particular, the Association joined a broad
coalition of others in arguing for a medium-term ‘pause’ to be
supported for tenants and landlords of commercial premises as
part of the #NationalTimeOut campaign.

Insurance

Strategic issues

14
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3.1 While much of the focus for the Association during 2020
was inevitably on COVID-19, there still remained space for the
organisation to engage and represent its members across a
limited range of strategic issues. Below is a headline account
of the relevant activities of the Association in these areas.

Release windows

3.2 The Association strongly supports the principle of
maintaining a clear ‘window’ between a film’s theatrical release
and its release on other platforms, believing that this ensures
that audiences continue to enjoy the widest possible range of
films in their intended environment, the cinema theatre. It is the
unique nature of the cinema experience that means that so
many cinemas across the UK remain key focal points for their
local communities.

3.4 While decisions on the release window around any
individual film are a commercial matter between exhibitors and
the relevant distributor, and not therefore something in which the
organisation has any role, the potential impact of COVID-19 on
the long-term future of the release window, and any consequent
impact on the health of the UK cinema sector, remained a
concern for the Association.

Film theft

3.6 While its support for the specific actions taken to tackle
‘source’ piracy in cinemas are covered elsewhere in this report,
during 2020 the Association also continued to work closely with
partners across the film and wider audio-visual sector to ensure
that everything possible was being done to meet the challenges
of film theft.
Industry Trust for IP Awareness
3.7 One of the many impacts of COVID-19 was on the piracy
landscape, something very much reflected in the work of the
Industry Trust for IP Awareness, which continued across 2020
to enjoy the support of the Association in their dual efforts to
encourage positive change in the behaviour of current infringers
and to dissuade non-infringers from contemplating
or participating in piracy.
3.8 Recognising these potential impacts, in the early stages of
COVID-19 the Trust moved swiftly to expand its insight tracking
from quarterly to monthly reporting. Early results demonstrated
– as had been anticipated – an initial ‘spike’ in piracy across
those first months of lockdown, although thankfully infringing
reverted to pre-COVID-19 levels as a lack of new release content
and an absence of sporting fixtures had an effect.

Strategic issues

3.3 Recent years have seen the average theatrical release window
remain more or less constant at around 110 days, albeit that this has
increasingly masked a wide range of practices, with a number of
films being released on very short windows of less than two weeks
and an increasing number observing windows of 30-90 days.

3.5 Most however recognised the extraordinary circumstances
brought about by the pandemic during 2020 and judged the
decision by a number of US studios in particular to release titles to
streaming services when cinemas remained closed as one driven
by short-term economics rather than any fundamental move
away from support for theatrical distribution, which remains the
most lucrative element of the ‘value chain’ for the industry.
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3.9 Armed with these and other insights, across the year the
Trust expanded its field work to understand and directly address
the changing landscape of consumer infringing behaviour,
keeping Association members informed as to the relevant risks
and trends.

3.13 Despite these concerning numbers however, the outlook
remains positive, with the Trust reporting a decline in the overall
acceptability of infringing behaviours for audiences, with over
80 per cent now stating a belief in the importance of supporting
the film and TV sectors.

3.10 At the same time, with cinemas closed, the Trust needed
to find new ways to educate audiences as to the personal
consequences of infringement, including risks around computer
viruses, malware and identity theft. Using targeted digital
messaging, including a fresh wave of the CrimeStoppers
campaign, enabled the organisation to seize the attention of
potential infringers and encourage more positive behaviours.

Relations with the British Film Institute (BFI)

Strategic issues

3.11 At the same time, the Trust-owned FindAnyFilm.com
website continued to play an important role in encouraging
positive behaviours by combatting confusion and pointing
audiences to the information they needed to watch content
safely and legally.
3.12 As a challenging year closed, fresh Trust insights
confirmed the changing nature of the infringement landscape,
with over 70 per cent of younger males now infringing across
the UK, an increase of 10 per cent on 2019. At the same time,
the gender gap for infringement had also widened, with 47 per
cent of males and 34 per cent of females now involved. Parents
with young families and the over-45s also showed increased
infringing behaviours, with social media driving nearly 40 per
cent of infringements, and a third coming from search engines.

3.14 Inevitably much of the engagement with the British Film
Institute (BFI) during the course of the year focussed on or was
impacted by COVID-19. While discussions around the Culture
Recovery Fund are covered elsewhere in this report, this section
sets out other relevant areas of activity.
BFI Screen Sector Task Force –
Exhibition and Distribution sub-group
3.15 This group, bringing together a wide range of representatives
not just from exhibition and distribution but also from agencies
across the four UK nations, was established in April as part of the
‘re-purposing’ of the longstanding BFI Screen Sector Task Force.
3.16 Jointly chaired by the Association and colleagues at the
Film Distributors’ Association (FDA), the sub-group met on
regular occasions throughout the year to share information and
insight on the developing situation around COVID-19.
BFI 5-19 film education scheme – Into Film
3.17 Through cross-industry body Cinema First, the UK cinema
sector invests in Into Film, a charitable organisation that puts
film at the heart of young people’s educational, cultural and
personal development.
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3.18 More than half of UK schools engage with Into Film’s
programme of Into Film clubs, special cinema screenings,
and resources and training to support classroom teaching.
Alongside rich online content for young audiences, the
over-arching aim is to provide 5-19 year olds with inspiring
opportunities to learn about films and film-making, and
develop a passion for cinema.

3.22 Giving children and young people the opportunity to
get back into the cinema or to have their first ever cinema
experiences will be perhaps more crucial than ever in instilling
cinema-going as a valued social habit given the disruption
of COVID-19. Key to that remains the Into Film Festival, the
organisation’s flagship event and the largest free cinema festival
for children and young people anywhere in the World.

3.19 Cinema First investment directly supports a range of
activities to encourage and incentivise cinema-going and help
ensure young people become the paying audience of the future.
Principal amongst these is the Into Film Festival, which has
welcomed over three million children and young people into
the cinema over the past eight years.

3.23 While there was great appetite from both cinemas and
schools to run screenings as part of a reduced Festival in
Autumn 2020, regional restrictions in place as a result of
COVID-19 only in reality allowed a small number of such events
to go ahead, compared to the normal 3,000 plus screenings.
Those that did take place however did generate some valuable
lessons, not least in the context of planning for the Into Film
Festival 2021, when the organisation again looks forward to
partnering with the industry to run a vibrant UK-wide festival.

3.21 Into Film also regularly shared features about cinema
memories through its Cinemas That Made Me series, as well as
launching a No Barriers to Cinema editorial strand, highlighting
best practice around accessible cinema.

‘This cinema trip allowed some of our young students to
experience the cinema for the first time. They had a fabulous
time and was a great way to give the kids a treat after so much
isolation.’ Elizabeth, Primary School Teacher, Scotland.

National Film and Television School

3.24 Cinema operators rely on a large number of others in the
wider film industry in order to be successful, not least those
who create films for the big screen, be they in front of or behind
the camera. Foremost amongst those institutions which make
a contribution in this regard is the National Film and Television
School (NFTS), recognised by many as the best film school in
the World, and the originator of countless Oscar, BAFTA and
other industry award-winning professionals.

Strategic issues

3.20 As a consequence of COVID-19, Into Film was forced to
move its delivery online, supporting teachers and parents to
home school, resulting in a record number of downloads of Into
Film resources. The organisation also supported the crossindustry #LoveCinema campaign referenced later in this report,
developing original content through its Young Reporters strand
which was subsequently shared on its young people-facing
Get Into Film social channels. These contributions focussed on
the films that the young people were looking forward to seeing
when cinemas re-opened and what excited them most about
returning.
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3.25 Recognising that pre-eminence, for the last four years the
Association has provided funding and in-kind support to a new
MA delivered by the NFTS in Marketing, Distribution, Sales and
Exhibition, looking to involve members from across a range
of disciplines in providing ‘real World’ experience to students
taking the qualification. That engagement had broadened
in recent times to include work with students on the NFTS
‘Directing Commercials’ course.
3.26 Going into 2020, the plan was very much to expand
those activities even further in recognition of the value that
the NFTS and its students bring to the UK sector. However,
inevitably these ambitions were curtailed by COVID-19, the
financial impacts of which meant that the Association was
not in a position to extend its sponsorship when the current
arrangement lapsed in June. The aim though is very much to
revisit this position when funding allows.

Strategic issues

Music rights

3.27 The issue of music rights collection remains a key concern
for cinema operators, not just to Association members but
also their counterparts across Europe. In the UK, music rights
payments to songwriters and composers are collected by the
collecting agency PRS for Music, with cinemas required to pay a
fee for music played in their cinemas, whether as part of a film or
event or simply as background music in foyers and auditoriums.

3.28 Association members support the right of all creative
people to be rewarded for their work, but equally see the
fees demanded by PRS as too high and not reflecting the
contribution of music to the modern cinema-going experience.
They strongly believe that it is important that the royalties paid
should be a fair and appropriate reflection of the value that
music provides to the overall experience and that there should
be greater transparency in the system so that it is clear how
performers are rewarded for their work.
3.29 While therefore unhappy with the status quo, the
Association nevertheless agreed to the tariff being ‘rolled
over’ unchanged into 2020, not least in the context of a clear
indication from PRS that they would be seeking a fundamental
revision of the approach going forward.
3.30 That this proposal, when revealed by PRS early in the
year, would lead to a significant increase in key elements of
the tariff was not in truth a surprise and was immediately
rejected as unrealistic and disproportionate, a position which
was only underlined by the impacts of COVID-19 on the
finances of the sector.
3.31 While those matters remained unresolved, it does need
to be noted that during the remainder of 2020, PRS were
exceptionally flexible in their approach, to the extent that all of
those operators who had – as was the norm – paid music rights
fees in advance at the start of the year saw the overwhelming
majority of those payments refunded as the year progressed.
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High Streets Task Force

3.32 The Association has long promoted with government
the role that cinemas play as key drivers of retail footfall on
UK high streets, not least at a time when many other retailers
are moving their operations online and/or closing outlets in
many communities. In doing so, the Association has strongly
argued for a realignment of relevant structures, in particular the
business rates regime, which seems now out of step with its
core intentions and where the resulting costs represent what
seems to many members an increasingly disproportionate
share of each cinema’s operating costs.

Film Complaints Panel

3.35 The work of the Film Complaints Panel, under the
Chairmanship of Thomas Dillon, continued during the course of
the year. Although the Panel held no formal hearings, Thomas
kept in touch with the changing characteristics of the sector –
and the challenges presented by COVID-19 –through the UK
Cinema Association and its counterpart, the Film Distributors’
Association (FDA).

3.33 An opportunity to influence this agenda presented itself
when the Association was invited to nominate a representative
from the sector for the High Streets Task Force, a group
established by the Government in 2019 to strengthen local
leadership in high streets and town centres in England.

Strategic issues

3.34 The Association was pleased to nominate Executive Board
member Keith Pullinger, Founder and Deputy Chairman at The
Light Cinemas, for this role, not least given his experience in
matters of regeneration and urban development. Although – like
so many other issues – COVID-19 served to limit the work of the
Task Force, there is little doubt that the last year has made its
work all the more important in cementing the long-term future
of the high street and the crucial role that cinemas have in
promoting local economic development.

Operational issues
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Film theft

4.1 While the COVID-19 pandemic brought a new dimension
to this work, 2020 saw efforts maintain the sector’s success
in ensuring the security of UK cinemas continue. Given that
over 90 per cent of illegal versions of newly-released films are
still sourced in cinemas, typically through the use of compact
digital recording devices such as smartphones, this is hugely
important for the sector.

Film theft in cinemas

4.2 The Film Content Protection Agency (FCPA) is funded
by Film Distributors’ Association (FDA) and serves as the
organisation’s dedicated unit for safeguarding films and their
valuable intellectual property during the theatrical release.
The Agency’s goal is to see no films recorded in UK cinemas.

4.4 Despite this, there was also encouraging evidence of
continued high levels of anti-piracy awareness and vigilance
at UK cinemas, with 49 incidents reported by exhibitors to the
FCPA during the year, whereby cinema staff had identified and
successfully disrupted camcording activity. Reassuringly, the
Police attended 58 per cent of these incidents, confirming the
importance with which such criminal activity is now generally
regarded by law enforcement.

4.6 Following the circulation of his details to local cinemas, he
was subsequently arrested while trying to record a film at a third
cinema. Of particular interest were the apparent links between
this individual and others arrested for camcording at cinemas
in London and Peterborough in 2019, a matter still under
investigation as the year closed.
4.7 The impact of COVID-19 on the consumption of pirated
content has been clear, with consumers seeking alternative
technology, media and platforms to access content while
subject to lockdowns. The FCPA has continued to work in
partnership with the MPA to investigate such cases and conduct
examinations of seized infringing items and devices for various
law enforcement bodies including Police, Trading Standards
and the UK Border Force.

Operational issues

4.3 The advent of COVID-19 and subsequent cinema closures
throughout the year led to significant shifts in the piracy
landscape, with online release groups unable to source and
distribute their usual supply of films newly-pirated from cinema
theatres. However illegal ‘camcording’ activity inevitably resumed
during those brief periods where lockdown was lifted, resulting
in two high-impact cases in 2020 at cinemas in Leeds and North
London and involving links to organized online piracy release groups.

4.5 One such significant result occurred at the beginning of
the year, when a professional “cammer” was arrested whilst
re-offending at a cinema in Dublin. This individual was known
to have been responsible for a series of high-impact incidents
at three individual cinemas in the Dublin area during November
and December, which represented the first known activity of
this nature in this territory since 2006. A resulting FCPA/Motion
Picture Association (MPA) investigation identified a suspect from
the CCTV at two of the cinemas.
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Disability and access

4.12 In order to help address these issues, working with
the support of both the DWG and its disability advisors, the
Association developed supplementary guidance for cinemas,
exploring the potential additional issues that cinemas might
need to consider when welcoming back customers with
disabilities under COVID-19 restrictions.

4.9 In doing so, it was supported by the advice and guidance
of its retained disability advisors Freeney Williams and by its
longstanding Disability Working Group (DWG). Comprising
representatives from both circuit and smaller operator members
as well as colleagues from film distribution, technology suppliers
and organisations representing disabled people, the DWG met
twice during the year – once remotely – but remained in touch
across a range of relevant issues during 2020.

4.13 Key areas of focus for this document included issues
around contactless payment, wheelchair access, appropriate
and effective ways of engaging with customers, the handling
of cinema access equipment, accessible toilets and facilities,
emergency evacuation procedures, clear and accessible
communication and signage, and the delivery of accessible
screenings. The guidance remained a ‘live’ document, updated
in the light of changing instructions from government at different
stages through the year.

Operational issues

4.8 During 2020, the Association continued to work with
members and a range of industry partners to ensure that –
as best it could in the circumstances – the UK cinema sector
continued to develop its approaches around meeting the needs
of disabled customers.

4.10 The Association remains hugely grateful to all those
who support its work on these important issues, and who
help to make the cinema-going experience as enjoyable and
accessible as possible for all disabled customers with additional
access requirements. Details of the core workstrands – many
of which were unfortunately either paused or impacted by
COVID-19 – are set out below.
COVID-19 and accessibility
4.11 It was recognised from the outset that delivery of the
COVID-19 safeguards set out in the guidelines for cinemas
agreed with the UK Government could have implications for
the delivery of accessible cinema, with the provisions around
social distancing in particular having a potential impact on the
experience of some disabled customers.

Training and awareness
4.14 The Association has in recent years developed a number
of training resources for cinema staff to help them deal
with issues around access and disability. Working with its
disability advisors, in November it delivered an online training
workshop for cinema managers, enabling them to deal with
challenging situations, improving their understanding of the
legal framework within which cinemas operate and building
individual confidence and awareness of access and disability,
with a particular new emphasis on COVID-19 and the relevant
safeguarding guidelines.
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4.15 The experience being that online delivery allowed the
involvement of a wider range of member companies, current
planning would see similar training being made available to
members again in 2021. This will sit alongside the Association’s
broader programme of training opportunities including
customer service, designing cinemas, call centre training etc.

Subtitling
4.18 Over the last decade, subtitled (ST) screenings for deaf
and hard of hearing customers – sometimes termed ‘open
caption’ screenings – have continued to grow to a point where
there were typically over 1,500 such screenings programmed
each week across UK cinemas.

Accessible Screenings UK
4.16 The Association remains aware that while the provision of
accessible screenings – whether subtitled, audio described or
autism friendly – has grown significantly in recent years, levels of
awareness and consequently take-up of these have remained
relatively low. To address this, the Association has developed
Accessible Screenings UK (ASUK), a website that aims to be the
first fully comprehensive, accessible and searchable listings site
for all industry information on UK accessible screenings:
www.accessiblescreeningsuk.co.uk

4.19 While this is hugely positive, the general continued
unwillingness of the wider audience to embrace such
screenings – and the resultant reluctance of cinema operators
therefore to schedule them at more desirable times – has
resulted in fewer screenings at peak times that many deaf and
hard of hearing customers would ideally like to see.

Operational issues

4.17 While it has undoubtedly taken significantly longer than
hoped to get the website ready for a nationwide roll-out,
any delay has arisen due to the need to ensure that the film
showtimes housed within this resource were as accurate as
possible. During 2020 significant strides were made in this
regard with the support of the cinema technology provider The
Box Office Company, meaning that the Association ended
the year in a position to fully launch the site – which now also
includes details of showtimes for dementia friendly screenings –
once cinemas were once again able to open in 2021.

4.20 Over recent years, the Association has - along with its
larger members Cineworld, Odeon and Vue – has discussed,
both with the charity Action on Hearing Loss (now RNID) and a
number of prominent social media bloggers, what more might
be done in this regard. This resulted in those three companies
establishing increased provision of ST screenings across a
range of their larger sites, in particular during peak times. What
was initially planned as a six month trial had continued into the
early months of 2020, but was again required by COVID-19 to
pause in mid-March.

Operational issues
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Technology Challenge Fund
4.21 While there have been several attempts to develop ‘closed
caption’ devices – personal solutions which allow only the user
to see the subtitles – for cinemas, to date none have managed to
meet the operational and economic demands of the sector. With
that in mind, in late 2018 the Association, in partnership with
Action on Hearing Loss, launched its Technology Challenge
Fund, aiming to stimulate innovation and hopefully support
solutions that might help address this particular issue.

Audio description
4.25 Audio described (AD) screenings are intended to
benefit blind and visually-impaired customers and involve an
enhanced soundtrack (including descriptions of action on
screen) being made available to audience members through
a range of headsets. While their growth has been one of the
key accessibility achievements of the UK cinema sector over
recent years, the Association nevertheless recognises that there
remain limitations with the current technology.

4.22 The Fund is supported and steered by two groups of
industry experts and deaf and hard of hearing cinema-goers,
both of which have overseen the process by which over two
dozen initial applications were whittled down to a short-list
of just four.

4.26 Having remained in contact with a range of companies
that were developing app-based solutions that could be used
to deliver AD via a personal device, it had become clear during
2019 that the varying security and technical requirements of the
different US major studios would make agreeing one standard
extremely difficult.

4.23 After a period of development throughout much of 2019
and a further round of testing, one solution emerged as the most 4.27 Discussion with relevant contacts at those distributors in
viable and suitable solution for a cinema environment – a smart
particular confirmed that, as a consequence, the best option
glasses solution developed by the National Theatre.
might be for the industry to take the lead in developing a
centralised ‘library’ of AD tracks with which those commercial
4.24 Following a successful pilot of this solution with a ‘live’
developers of app-based solutions might engage.
audience at the London Short Film Festival in January 2020,
it was hoped that the smart glasses could then be tested in a
4.28 Consequently, a feasibility study on this proposal by the
range of other cinema environments over the coming months,
cinema technology company Motion Picture Solutions was
plans which were unfortunately curtailed by COVID-19, but
commissioned in early 2020, with a general assumption that
which will be returned to as soon as is practical.
establishing such a library might provide a reliable route by which
access to AD tracks across a range of film distribution companies
could be standardised, while at the same time ensuring that all
relevant security and technological factors were considered.
4.29 This feasibility study was brought to a temporary halt in
mid-March by COVID-19.
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Autism friendly screenings
4.30 At the outset of 2020, it was hoped that the year would
see continued growth in Autism Friendly Screenings (AFS),
screenings which provide a series of sensory adaptations
– such as reduced sound volume levels, lighting being left
on at a low level and audience members allowed to move
around during the performance – and deliver a more relaxed
and enjoyable cinema experience for people on the autism
spectrum and their families.

4.34 While plans to distribute this new resource were
necessarily put on hold, it is hoped that, once it is shared in
2021, it will further encourage more cinemas to include DFS in
their programming, supporting a growing but popular area of
accessible screenings across the UK.

Operational issues

Changing Places
4.35 One of the key areas of Association activity in recent
years has been around the provision of Changing Places (CP)
facilities, enhanced accessible toilets allowing provision for
4.31 In particular, plans had been put in place again to work with children and adults with complex physical needs.
the autism organisation Dimensions to celebrate this ongoing
success during World Autism Awareness Month in April 2020
4.36 Having offered further revised guidance to its members on
and to deliver another round of training opportunities for cinema these issues in 2019, the Association was aware of an increasing
staff specifically looking at AFS. While both workstrands were
number who had as a result installed such facilities – or planned
inevitably paused as a result of COVID-19, the aim is very much
to – at new or refurbished sites. That said, given the range
to pick these up again in 2021.
of financial and operational considerations, the organisation
remained opposed to any requirement for the installation
Dementia friendly screenings
of a CP facility at all ‘new-build’ venues.
4.32 Dementia Friendly Screenings (DFS) involve the creation
of a relaxed cinema environment that allows people with varying 4.37 This position was one the Association had maintained
degrees of dementia and associated conditions to enjoy the big in responding to a Government consultation in 2019 which
screen experience, often featuring ‘classic’ films from the archive proposed making CP facilities a mandatory requirement for
and additional engagement activities for those attending.
all types of venues, including cinemas. It was disappointing
therefore when these plans were confirmed in July 2020,
4.33 Early in 2020, the Association completed a DFS training
meaning consequently that installation of a CP facility would
video to accompany the written guide it had produced in 2017.
become a mandatory requirement for any new or majorly
The filming of a DFS screening – used to help illustrate a range
refurbished cinema site from 1 January 2021.
of recommended adjustments required to make the experience
a friendly and relaxed one – was undertaken at the Chapter Arts 4.38 The Association will continue to monitor how this new
Centre, Cardiff and supported by the Alzheimer’s Society and
burden impacts on the pace of cinema refurbishments and
the BFI Film Audience Network (FAN).
new builds.
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CEA Card
4.39 The CEA Card scheme, which has been in existence for
over fifteen years, provides one way in which cinemas can meet
their obligations under the disability provisions of the Equality
Act 2010 to make reasonable adjustments in order to support
disabled people visiting their local cinema. A CEA Cardholder is
entitled to a free ticket for someone to accompany and support
them while attending the cinema.

Operational issues

4.40 During the early months of 2020, the scheme saw a
continuing trend for applicants to switch to the online application
process introduced in 2014, with over 80,000 new cards issued,
of which over 62,000 were renewals.
4.41 40,000 of those renewals were processed before the first
lockdown in March, after which point – with cinemas closed
and the ongoing disruption caused by COVID-19 – many CEA
cardholders saw no immediate reason to renew their Cards.
As a result, across the entire year the scheme saw only around
200,000 free tickets offered to disabled customers and their
carers, compared with around 1 million free tickets in 2019.
4.42 The Association will look to communicate and encourage
disabled audiences to reapply for new CEA Cards when the
time is right for them to return to the cinema.

Digital cinema

4.43 The conversion to digital cinema technology, which took
place now almost ten years ago, proved to be transformational
for the sector, bringing with it greater flexibility in terms of
programming as well as opening up revenue streams from
event cinema and digital 3D.
Digital Funding Partnership
4.44 The Digital Funding Partnership (DFP), established by the
Association in 2008, supported members representing over
100 sites/300 screens in negotiating a collective deal for the
purchase and installation of digital cinema projection equipment
via a shared ‘Virtual Print Fee’ (VPF) scheme. That scheme,
which relied on significant funding support from colleagues in
film distribution, allowed a large number of smaller sites to find a
deal which would allow them to convert.
4.45 October 2020 marked a hugely significant milestone for
the Partnership, with the group’s funding deal fully recouping.
At this point the digital projection equipment financed under
the DFP scheme became no longer subject to VPF payments,
allowing greater programming flexibility.
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Cinema security

Sustainability

4.47 Nevertheless, the nature of a number of high profile
incidents across the UK in recent years prompted a
reassessment by Government of its systems and procedures
in this area, with a renewed focus on how best the private
and public sectors can work together, not least through more
effective communications and better training and education of
staff around helping to deter and prevent future incidents.

4.50 Unfortunately the need to focus efforts on COVID-19
meant that what work it did undertake during the year was in the
main reactive to changes in regulation.

4.46 The need to ensure the comfort and security of audiences
remains a paramount concern for all cinema operators. At
the same time, there is an understanding that what measures
are taken should be proportionate and not detract from the
enjoyment of the big screen experience.

4.51 This was particularly disappointing as a great deal of
positive work was already underway, with many members
for example were already taking steps to reduce or eradicate
entirely single-use plastics from their activities. As it was, even
regulation however was not immune to these delays, with
the Government deciding to postpone the planned ban on
supplying single use plastic items such as straws and stirrers
from April 2020 to April 2021.
4.52 Alongside this activity, the Association and a number of its
larger member companies formed part of the Circular Economy
Group established by the European trade body UNIC and the
Coca-Cola Company. This Group, which met in November, is
committed to ensuring a more consistent approach to relevant
waste management and recycling issues across the European
sector, as well as sharing new and interesting innovations
across the broader areas of sustainability.

Operational issues

4.48 In supporting its engagement with this and other relevant
workstrands, the Association was hugely grateful for the insight
and expertise provided by its longstanding Security Working
Group, made up of operations leads from all of the major
cinema circuit companies. As the year closed, the Group was
considering a revision of longstanding guidance to Association
members on tackling relevant issues.

4.49 With increasing public awareness and interest, as well
as a range of government policy announcements aimed at
putting issues of environmental sustainability to the fore, the
Association planned in 2020 to develop plans on how it might
better support the sector in these areas, in particular building
on the draft sustainability strategy it had shared with members
the previous year.

Public advocacy
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Pro-cinema messaging

5.1 In terms of public advocacy, a key focus for the Association in
recent years has been around gaining positive media coverage for
the sector. During a period of ongoing success in terms of admissions
and box office, that proved more difficult than might have been expected,
not least in challenging the prevailing orthodoxy that the sector is
in some ways ‘losing out’ to streaming and other digital platforms.
5.2 The challenge presented by 2020 was to convey the
unprecedented difficulties being faced not just by UK cinema
operators but also the wider industry without playing into the
same false narrative.
5.3 Much of this activity followed the ebb and flow of the year,
as set out below.

Initial closure of cinemas

5.5 With confirmation of the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme
(‘furlough’) and other business support, the focus shifted to
expressing confidence in the long-term future of the industry,
and its ability to ‘bounce back’ from whatever challenges lay
ahead. This approach utilised many of the same channels, but
also featured trade journals and industry-facing seminars such
as those delivered by the website Celluloid Junkie.

5.6 As the year progressed, and the focus shifted towards
the potential re-opening of UK cinemas in early Summer, the
Association added its own voice to the many others seeking
clarity on the ‘road map’ out of lockdown.
5.7 At the same time, and with increasing agreement with
government on the safeguarding measures that would be
required once re-opening was allowed, the Association also
worked with a number of its larger operator members to find
opportunities for journalists to witness for themselves the detailed
preparations that were underway to ensure the safety of the big
screen experience. Both BBC and ITV News – nationally and
regionally – carried a significant number of features on these
issues, and the Association contributed to a number of BBC
Radio and other consumer programmes.

Summer re-opening

5.8 While the period when UK cinemas were able to re-open
across Summer 2020 was undoubtedly challenging given the
impact of continued social distancing and other safeguarding
measures and the disruptions to the film slate, there were still
opportunities for the Association to promote positive stories,
not least around the much-anticipated release of Christopher
Nolan’s TENET and the extraordinarily positive feedback around
levels of enjoyment and safety from those cinema-goers who
did return.
5.9 Given the broad nature of the UK cinema audience, getting
that positive message out necessarily involved a wide range of
outlets, including tabloid and broadsheet newspapers, broadcast
media and a number of digital platforms.

Public advocacy

5.4 With the announcement in March that cinemas would be
required immediately to close, there was a great deal of media
interest in the impact of that decision both on individual companies
and their staff. The Association took the opportunity provided by
contacts with a range of broadsheet media as well as broadcasters
such as the BBC and Sky to add its voice to those of others in the
leisure, hospitality and retail sectors calling for urgent support for the
many thousands whose livelihoods had been put at risk.

Preparations for re-opening
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Renewed closures – Keep the Magic Alive

5.10 Increasing restrictions on the operation of cinemas across the
Autumn, and the eventual requirement in December that UK cinemas
must once again close, brought a new focus to the advocacy
work of the Association, and in particular the financial challenges
being experience by the larger national circuit companies.

Public advocacy

5.11 While the targeted support for smaller operators outlined
above was hugely welcome, the reality is that the viability of the
UK cinema sector depends in large part on the existence of the
larger cinema companies who between them constitute the
‘critical mass’ of the industry. As well as being responsible for a
significant majority of box office revenues and annual admissions,
these operators also employ thousands of workers and sustain the
significant infrastructure of suppliers – including film distributors –
that are depending on a viable UK cinema sector for their survival.
5.12 The lack of direct funding support for these companies –
and the resultant impact on their economic viability – was an
issue which the Association repeatedly sought to raise with
government, albeit with limited success. To strengthen those
efforts, in early December the Association therefore decided to
step up its lobbying activities through the establishment
of a public-facing campaign titled Keep the Magic Alive.

5.13 Central to the campaign was an engaging and emotional
short film, narrated by actor/writer Stephen Fry, highlighting the
risks that COVID-19 represented to the survival of the sector,
and in particular to the unique cultural, economic and social
contribution made by cinemas to communities across the length
and breadth of the UK. The film and its supporting webpage on
the UK Cinema Association website supported members of the
public in contacting their local MP to press government to take
action in response.
5.14 The strong initial response to the campaign, with over 800
members of the public taking time to write to their MP in the first
two weeks, was further bolstered when towards the end of the
year over 40 leading directors, writers and producers – corralled
by the tireless work of director Edgar Wright and Producer Eric
Fellner – wrote an open letter to the Chancellor urging further
financial support for the sector.
5.15 The roll-call of names supporting the letter – which aside
from those named above also included Christopher Nolan, Danny
Boyle, Barbara Broccoli, Richard Curtis, Stephen Frears, Sarah
Gavron, Paul Greengrass, David Heyman, Armando Iannucci,
Asif Kapadia, Steve McQueen, David Puttnam, Guy Ritchie,
Ridley Scott, Matthew Vaughn, Ben Wheatley, Stephen Woolley,
Joe Wright and David Yates – represented a truly unprecedented
show of support for UK cinemas from the creative sector and was
hugely appreciated.
5.16 The Association eagerly awaited a response to the ongoing
campaign as the year ended.

Promotion and marketing
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Cinema First

Promotion and marketing

6.1 As for so many other aspects of the industry, 2020 was for
Cinema First a year unlike any other, as a result of which with
much of its work – under the leadership of independent Chair
Iain Jacob – focussed on supporting the industry as it sought to
re-open from lockdown.
#LoveCinema campaign
6.2 Given its broad cross-industry base, Cinema First
represented the obvious forum for discussions on the
development of a ‘back to cinema’ campaign seeking to
harness the excitement and anticipation amongst audiences
as cinemas geared up to re-open following the first national
lockdown in the Spring.

upcoming titles as well as a showtimes search engine alongside
information around what the rigorous safeguarding procedures
that audiences would experience on their return.
Meerkat Movies
6.6 The enforced closure of UK cinemas for significant periods
of 2020 inevitably had an impact on the sector’s ability to
deliver on the Meerkat Movies 2 for 1 cinema ticket offer which
is the foundation of its partnership with the price comparison
company comparethemarket.com.

6.7 Having early in the year extended the sponsorship deal to
2023, all sides were looking forward optimistically to building
further on the promotion, the largest of its kind in the World.
Sadly, circumstances beyond anyone’s control made that
6.3 Informed in particular by an ongoing ‘tracker’ study of
impossible, but the Association was hugely grateful for the
audience sentiment undertaken by the research agency Metrixlab understanding and flexibility by comparethemarket.com in the
and commissioned by the Film Distributors’ Association, Cinema light of such challenging circumstances. All look forward to
First launched the #LoveCinema campaign in August.
getting the promotion back on track in 2021.
6.4 Central to the campaign was an emotional and engaging
trailer which sought to celebrate cinema and remind audiences
what they loved about the big screen experience. This played
across websites, social media channels as well as on cinema
screens once sites opened, and was hugely well-received, with
a number of requests from colleagues in other countries for
permission to repurpose the content for their own territories.
6.5 As well as clearly signalling that cinemas were once again
open, the campaign – led by Partnerships Director Sharon
Reid – also sought to offer reassurance as to the safety of the
cinema experience, in both instances directing cinema-goers
to an online #LoveCinema hub, which included a preview of

Screen Awards

6.8 In recent years, the Association has supported the longrunning Screen Awards, seeing it as an excellent opportunity
for the sector to recognise and celebrate excellence and
achievement both in exhibition and across the wider cinema
industry. In particular, it has sponsored the Exhibition
Achievement Award, identifying individuals judged to have
made a particularly noteworthy contribution to the sector, as well
as leading the judging of the two ‘cinema of the year’ categories.
6.9 Sadly the 2020 Awards proved to be another event
impacted by COVID-19. The Association looks forward to again
supporting this hugely enjoyable event in 2021.
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International

Programme. UNIC also worked on new policy initiatives such
as the Digital Services Act and the Media and the Audiovisual
Action Plan. In each case, UNIC worked to ensure that legislative
proposals reflected the realities of the modern cinema industry.

UNIC
7.2 Across 2020, the Association continued closely to involve
itself with the work of the European trade grouping the Union
Internationale des Cinémas (UNIC – International Union of
Cinemas), now bringing together cinema trade associations
and key operators from across 38 territories and of which the
Association’s Chief Executive Phil Clapp serves as President.
A regular series of virtual meetings allowed the sharing of
information, ideas, expertise and information with European
colleagues in particular around issues arising due to COVID-19,
where the impacts of the pandemic were of course experienced
by all territories.

7.5 The challenges presented by COVID-19 did however mean
that CineEurope, the official convention of UNIC held each June
in Barcelona, had to be cancelled for 2020.

Partnerships

7.1 Throughout 2020, the Association continued to draw
strength from its partnership with organisations across a wide
range of cinema territories as well as closer to home.

7.3 Over much of the year, UNIC proved to be an invaluable
source of ongoing insight and information as to the situation in
other European territories, as well as relevant scientific research
information as to the transmission of COVID-19 in a cinema
environment, all vital to the Association as it sought to argue for
the safety of UK venues.
7.4 Working with the Council of Europe, the European
Parliament and the European Commission, UNIC continued to
ensure that the interests of European cinema operators were
reflected across a range of relevant European policy areas.
These include all files linked to the territoriality of copyright (such
as geo-blocking), the implementation of the EU Audiovisual
Media Services Directive (AVMSD) and the EU Copyright
Directive, as well as the launch of the new cycle of the MEDIA

7.6 The UNIC Women’s Leadership Programme, intended to
identify and provide support for talented female executives
making their way in the industry through the provision of
tailored mentoring from senior female industry figures, was
however able to continue. The programme saw a notable first
when Gráinne Peat, Managing Director of the Event Cinema
Association and former UK Cinema Association Policy
Executive, became a programme mentor having been one of
the original tranche of mentees.
NATO
7.7 The Association’s relationship with the National Association
of Theatre Owners (NATO), representing cinema exhibitors
in North America and beyond, continued to be a source of
strength in 2020. Alongside the inevitable issues of COVID-19
– the impact of which in the US served to delay the UK release
of key films from the major studios – dialogue between the two
organisations covered a range of issues, including music rights,
film theft, disability and access and cinema security.
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Global Cinema Federation
7.8 Having been launched in 2017, the Global Cinema
Federation – a grouping of the largest international cinema
operators and key cinema trade bodies (including the UK
Cinema Association) – continue during 2020 to develop its
approach across a number of key areas of shared interest
amongst its members.
7.9 While many of the issues around COVID-19 were most
effectively dealt with on a regional or national level, the
Federation nevertheless added value in terms of information
exchange and applying pressure on the US major studios for
greater flexibility around the release of films.

National

7.12 The 2020 edition – Audiences: growing the big screen
experience – was ironically the last major meeting of Association
members and industry partners that was possible before
COVID-19 impacted. Focussing on approaches to develop new
and broaden existing audiences, the event was launched with a
keynote from Director Edgar Wright. Hosted at the Picturehouse
Central site in London, the event was attended by over 400
people across its two days.
Regional branches
7.13 Alongside the UK-wide circuit companies, the Association
membership is organised into regions, with branches in London
and South East England, the North and Midlands, Northern
Ireland, Scotland, Wales and the West of England.
7.14 Ordinarily, the Association holds a series of branch
meetings in Spring and Autumn, something clearly not possible
in 2020. However, over the course of the year, and given the
need to deal with many of the issues around COVID-19 on
a nation-by-nation basis, members were brought together
on a regular basis for updates and to share concerns and
experiences.

Partnerships

Executive Board
7.10 While the Executive Board formally ‘met’ four times during
2020 (the meetings in May, September and December being
online), the fast-changing nature of COVID-19 meant that there
were a host of more regular engagements across the year. It is
very much hoped that as the impacts of COVID-19 lessen during
2021, the Board will again be able to meet face-to-face and
again discuss the broad range of other issues of importance to
Association members.

UK Cinema Association annual conference
7.11 First established in its current format in 2013, the UK Cinema
Association annual conference has now become one of the key
dates in the industry diary. Bringing together not just Association
members but also colleagues from film distribution, technology,
concessions, screen advertising and the wider industry, the
conference provides a unique opportunity to network and
consider the challenges and opportunities facing the sector.
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7.15 The Association is grateful in particular for the support
of the elected Chairs of each of its regional branches.
Other partners
7.16 In 2020 more than ever, the Association enjoyed the
support of a wide range of industry and other partner
organisations throughout the year. Principal amongst these
were colleagues at the Film Distributors’ Association, where
CEO Andy Leyshon and colleagues were a constant source
of support and encouragement during an incredibly
challenging year.

Partnerships

7.17 Many of the other key partner organisations without whose
support the Association could not have supported members
during 2020 are mentioned elsewhere in this report, but also
included the Independent Cinema Office, the British Association
for Screen Entertainment, the Cinema Technology Community,
the Event Cinema Association, the British Cinema and Television
Veterans, Comscore and OMDIA and the screen advertising
agencies Pearl & Dean and Digital Cinema Media.
7.18 The Association is grateful to all those who supported its
work during 2020.
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Profit and loss account
for the year ended 31 December 2020
2020
£

2019
£

557,167

501,409

Administrative expenses

(509,028)

(459,384)

Other operating income

5,082

—

53,221

42,025

Turnover

Operating profit
Other interest receivable and similar income
Profit before taxation
Tax on loss
Profit for financial year and total comprehensive income

922

2,746

54,143

44,771

(175)

(522)

53,968

44,249

2020
£

2019
£

292,402

248,153

53,968

44,249

346,370

292,402

Balance sheet
as at 31 December 2020

Finance

Reserves
Profit and loss account
Members funds
Excerpts from the UK Cinema Association Ltd Accounts 2020.

Past Presidents and Executive Board
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Past Presidents
CEA Ltd Executive Board Chairman
Barry Jenkins, OBE

2005-12

CEA Executive Board Chairman

Past Presidents

Barry Jenkins, OBE

S Fishman cbe
R C Warbey
I N Riches
M J Vickers
E J Lee mbe
D F Chamberlain
G W Rhodes
R J Dowdeswell
D M Cameron
S Shurman
C W A Painter
R J Dowdeswell
Miles P Jervis
Victor Chapman
Kenneth Rive
Wyndham Lewis obe, jp
J K Stafford Poole
H S Roelich
Wyndham Lewis obe, jp
J F Wood
Peter King ma
G L Barber Ald, jp
Miles M Jervis

1999-2005

1994-99
1993-94
1992-93
1990-92
1985-90
1984-85
1982-84
1980-82
1979-80
1977-79
1976-77
1974-76
1973-74
1972-73
1970-72
1969-70
1968-69
1967-68
1966-67
1965-66
1964-65
1963-64
1962-63

S K Lewis
Alfred Davis
J D Richards
E J Hinge cbe
George Singleton cbe
B T Davis fsaa
R H Godfrey jp
C H Whincup
J W Davies obe
W J Speakman
H P E Mears Ald, obe, jp
A B Watts fsaa
Sir Alexander B King CBE, DL, LD, JP
Dennis C Walls
B T Davis fsaa
Fred A Prior fsaa
G H Scarborough
Sir W S Clift
H Simpson Counc
W J Speakman
S K Lewis
H P E Mears Ald, obe, jp
E J Hinge cbe

1961-62
1960-61
1959-60
1958-59
1957-58
1956-57
1955-56
1954-55
1953-54
1952-53
1951-52
1950-51
1949-50
1948-49
1947-48
1946-47
1945-46
1944-45
1943-44
1942-43
1941-42
1940-41
1939-40

M A Nyman BSc
C P Metcalfe
T H Fligelstone Col, mc
R Dooner
J Pollard Counc, jp
J Welsh Baillie
R E Richards Ald
R V Crow
W Stephenson
F H Cooper
H Victor Davies
E Hewitson Counc
W N Blake
Thos Ormiston cbe
J H Dovener Counc
A J Gale Maj, OBE, MCC, JP
E Trouson Ald, JP
C G MacDonald JP
R R Goodwin CBE, MCC
A E Newbold MP
W Fowler-Pettie
R Tennyson-Jupp Dr
E M Barker

1938-39
1937-38
1936-37
1935-36
1934-35
1933-34
1932-33
1931-32
1930-31
1929-30
1928-29
1927-28
1926-27
1925-26
1924-25
1923-24
1922-23
1921-22
1920-21
1915-20
1914-15
1913-14
1912-13
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UK Cinema Association Ltd
Executive Board Members – April 2020

Larger Operator Board Members / Nominated Substitutes

Smaller Operator Board Members / Nominated Substitutes

Cineworld Cinemas – Shaun Jones

London and South East
The Picture House, Uckfield – Kevin Markwick

Curzon Cinemas – Alex Sheldon
Empire Cinemas – Justin Ribbons / Paul Baxter
Everyman Cinemas – Crispin Lilly
Light Cinemas – Keith Pullinger
Movie House Cinemas – Michael McAdam / Hugh Brown
Natl Amusements (UK) – Duncan Short / Mark Barlow
Picturedrome Cinemas – Adam Cunard / Spencer Clarke
Picturehouse Cinemas – Clare Binns
Odeon Cinemas – Carol Welch
Reel Cinemas – K C Suri
WTW Scott Cinemas – Mark Williams / Peter Hoare
Vue International – Kevin Styles / Shona Gold

North and Midlands
Savoy Cinemas – James Collington
Northern Ireland
Strand Arts Centre, Belfast – Mimi Turtle
Scotland
Pavilion Cinema, Galashiels – Andrew Poole
West Coast Cinemas – David Shaw / John Cunningham
Wales
Chapter Arts Centre, Cardiff – Claire Vaughan
West of England
Wells Film Centre – Sally Cooper

Executive Board Members – April 2020

Phil Clapp, Chief Executive
James Collington, Honorary Treasurer

UK Cinema Association office
Phil Clapp
James Connor
Seema Saujani

3 Soho Square
London
W1D 3HD
United Kingdom
T 020 7734 9551
E info@cinemauk.org.uk
W www.cinemauk.org.uk
@cinema_uk
Registration number 5144256

